Abstract. I present a measure of the sharpness of an effect A as a function A → S(A) that assumes values between 0 and 1 such that S(A) = 0 exactly when A is trivial and S(A) = 1 exactly when A is a nontrivial projection. This is followed by a list of open questions arising from this definition.
A together with A ′ defines a simple observable A, that is, a POM with two values, a → A a = A, a ′ → A a ′ = A ′ (a, a ′ ∈ R, a = a ′ ); the set {A, A ′ } is called a resolution of the identity.
Projections will be called sharp, or crisp effects; all other effects are called unsharp or fuzzy. An algebraic relation that distinguishes sharp and unsharp effects arises from the general relation A 2 ≤ A which characterizes the effects among the selfadjoint operators. An effect is sharp if and only if A 2 = A, or equivalently, AA ′ = 0. If this condition is satisfied, {A, A ′ } is called an orthogonal resolution of the identity; otherwise, {A, A ′ } is a nonorthogonal resolution of the identity. The product of A and A ′ can be written as AA ′ = A 1/2 A ′ A 1/2 , and this suggests the following operational interpretation of the sharpness or unsharpness of an effect. Let φ A L be the Lüders operation associated with the effect A, corresponding to an ideal measurement (see [1] ) of the simple observable given by A, A ′ , that is, φ joint probability p(A, A ′ ) that a Lüders measurement of a simple observable A repeated in immediate succession yields first the outcome associated with A and then the outcome associated with A ′ is
For a sharp effect this joint probability is always zero, that is, the measurement is repeatable for all states. For an unsharp effect the above joint probability is positive in some states. Note, however, that there are unsharp effects which have eigenvalue 1; for the corresponding eigenstates, the above joint probability for obtaining complementary outcomes will again be zero. Due to the algebraic identity
it is evident that the maximum possible sequential joint probability p(A, A ′ ) is . This value can be approached exactly when 1 2 is in the spectrum of A. On the other hand, this probability can only be zero for all states when A is a projection. We conclude that the operator AA ′ incorporates information on the degree of unsharpness of an effect A.
We seek a measure S(A) of the sharpness (or crispness, contrast?) of an effect A or its associated simple observable A which singles out the trivial unsharp effects on the one hand and the sharp ones on the other hand, assigning the values 0 and 1 (say) just to them, respectively.
Sharpness of an effect
Our subsequent definitions will strongly rely on properties of the spectrum σ A of an effect A. We recall first that
The spectra of the nontrivial sharp effects and the trivial effects mark two extreme situations: the spectrum of a projection other than Ç or ½ consists of the two maximally separated points 0 and 1, whereas the spectrum of a trivial effect λ½ has only one point (λ). The remaining effects have their spectra extended between these extremes.
There are two features of the spectrum σ A of A that are relevant to our question. The first is the overall (spectral) width, denoted W(σ A ) and defined as the length of the smallest interval containing σ A . The second feature is the extent to which A deviates from the above extreme cases of projections (σ A ⊆ {0, 1}) or trivial effects (σ A = {λ 0 }). This latter feature will be called the (spectral) dispersion within the interval [0,1] and denoted D(σ A ); from the above discussion it is to be expected that it is related to the spectral width of AA ′ . Thus we define: Definition 1. Let A be an effect. Then we define:
To analyze these concepts, we begin with some simple observations.
Lemma 1. For an effect A we have:
′ . The third and last equations follow from the first two equations.
Lemma 2. Let A be an effect. Then:
Proof. We calculate for the various possible cases:
From this it is seen that min κ A − κ½ =
This shows that the spectral width of an effect A is twice the minimal norm distance of A from the set of trivial effects.
Proof. Inequality (a) is an immediate consequence of the definition of W(σ A ). (b): For W(σ A ) to be equal to 1 it is necessary and sufficient that max σ A = 1 and min σ A = 0. This gives (a). W(σ A ) = 0 is equivalent to max σ A = min σ A , which means that σ A is a one-point set or that A is constant. 
Proof. Let λ → E
A λ denote the spectral family of A. Then
Using this and the fact that λ(1 − λ) ≤ 1 4 and that the maximum is attained at λ = 1 2 , we obtain immediately (a),(b) and the sufficiency part of (c). If 
Proposition 2. Let A be an effect. Then: 
Proof. We know already that W(σ A ) ≤ 1 and
To prove that this quantity is nonnegative we use the explicit form:
We consider the following cases.
This case entails that σ
, where the interval boundaries are the minima and maxima of the spectra. Then using AA ′ ≤ 1 4 we estimate:
This becomes equal to 0 exactly for
Here the bounds are the minima and maxima of the spectra. Furthermore,
The latter expression is 0 exactly when ǫ ′ = ǫ, that is, when σ A = { 1 2 − ǫ} and so
. This case is analogous to the previous one, with A and A ′ exchanged. (iv) A < Definition 2. The sharpness of an effect A is defined as
Since S(A) = S(A ′ ), the sharpness of a simple observable A with effects A, A ′ = ½ − A is naturally defined as S(A) := S(A). Proof: use A = λP + (1 − λ)P ′ , B = µP + (1 − µ)P ′ , where P is a nontrivial projection and λ, µ ∈ [0, 1].
If A, B are noncommuting, jointly measurable effects then 0 < S(A)S(B) < 1. Problem: Find a quantitative trade-off relation between S(A) and S(B) that is necessary (and sufficient?) for their joint measurability. (This has been partly solved for the qubit case in [2] .)
Finally, it would be of interest to see if this measure of sharpness can be used to characterize the sharpness of POMs more general than the trivial ones.
